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“By that reasoning, a chestnut horse is the same thing as a horse chestnut:”  the market, 
and the media. 

  
“You must doubt almost everything you see in the news.”  That advice, which Outlook Capital 
Management gives every client, might be the hardest advice for investors to accept . . . even harder than 
“You must take the market’s roller-coaster ride, to be sure of earning its great long-term 
rewards.”  Doubting the truth of all the news does seem extreme, doesn’t it?  But the two “rules” go hand 
in hand:  investors will find themselves constantly tempted—or frightened, usually—into hopping off that 
roller coaster unless they really do think the news is always to be doubted.  
  
Like every other “hard” piece of good advice, we mostly only accept it after seeing thousands of examples 
of misleading news or media analysis, over many years of our lives.  Since we don’t know they are 
misleading unless we know something about the subjects, or take the trouble to dig into them, many 
investors never do get to the point of “doubting everything.”  Here’s a headline from today’s Wall Street 
Journal, which might help us acquire that doubting habit. 
  

“Slowing Sales Growth Hobbles Bull Market!” 
  

The headline and story are exactly in line with dozens of other stories over the last 30 days or so, 
when the market began its current fainting spell, right after hitting all-time highs.  The essence of all of 
them is, “Watch out!  There is seriously bad news out there!”  For this particular entry in the “Watch Out!” 
category, the Journal examined a well-known source of quarterly earnings statistics, called “FactSet.” Sure 
enough, FactSet’s latest report on Third Quarter Earnings Season said, “Of the17% of S&P 500 companies 
which have reported earnings so far, 65% of them have reported sales above Wall Street’s forecasts, which 
is above the 5-year average.”  Let us not feel bad if we have to read that sentence twice.  It means:  “It’s 
early in Quarterly Earnings Season, so not that many big companies have spoken yet, but of those which 
have, 65% show sales beating the Street’s predictions.  That 65% of “positive surprises” is above the 5-
year average percentage of “positive surprises” for corporate sales.” 
  
It's not that easy even after the second reading, is it?  But here’s how the Journal decided to report 
FactSet’s figures, under that “Slowing Sales Growth Hobbles Market!” headline:  “So far, 35% of S&P 
companies have missed Wall Street’s sales estimates.   If sustained, that “miss ratio” would 
mark the highest such ratio this year.”  The Journal wasn’t finished, though—any good “Watch Out!  Bad 
News!” story needs more black paint to complete the nightmare.  “Revenue growth is slowing, stirring 
concerns that the profit boom behind the stock market’s records is in jeopardy,” and “Lackluster sales 
results have been increasing,” were two more eye-catching sentences within the first couple of 
paragraphs.  
  
During the Lincoln-Douglas debates long ago, Senator Douglas’ number-one tactic—his only tactic, pretty 
much—was to twist and distort everything Abraham Lincoln had ever said, to blacken Mr. Lincoln’s 
character.  (Nope, nothing’s changed.)  Commenting on one such slur, Abe said, “By that reasoning, a 
chestnut horse is the same thing as a horse chestnut.”  We don’t know much about either kind of chestnut, 
these days, but we get the point, don’t we?  By the Wall Street Journal’s reasoning, “65% report 
surprisingly good sales,” somehow became, “35% miss sales forecasts,” “lackluster sales,” and “slowing 
growth” . . . despite the fact that the FactSet report never said anything about “slowing growth.”  Here 
are a few of the things it actually did say: 



  
• So far this quarter, earnings are 19.5% higher than last year—and accelerating.  
• So far this quarter, sales are 7.4% higher than last year—and accelerating.  
• The market’s price/earnings ratio, looking forward one year, is only 15.9 times.  That’s somewhat 

cheaper than the 5-year average; and somewhat less cheap than the 10-year average.  (But 
none of those valuations are remotely close to “dangerous” by any historical comparison.) 

• That 65% of companies which beat Wall Street’s predictions is slightly less than the “positive 
surprise” percentage for the past 2 quarters . . . but still well above average, historically.  

  
But the Journal had horse chestnuts in mind today—rotten ones—and not chestnut horses, so it asked 
itself how it could write the most distorted, worst possible story from the FactSet report . . . and it 
succeeded, no problem.  “If it bleeds, it leads” always dictates the media’s behavior, because attracting 
eyeballs to headlines doesn’t just mean profits for the media—it means survival itself.  That, in turn, 
means exactly one thing for investors:  “We must always doubt what we see in thenews.”  
  
As a whole, the market is not the least bit dangerously valued.  Many stocks—including most of Outlook’s 
core stocks—are very attractively valued.  The sales and earnings facts-on-the-ground (which the market 
routinely ignores for a time, but not indefinitely) are just plain solid, according to the first couple of weeks 
of earnings season.  Outlook strongly suspects they’ll stay that way.  We are holding and buying. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss. 
 


